Offre créée le 07-11-2017

RH CONSEIL sarl
Tel : (+352) 26 67 53 1
Fax : (+352) 26 67 53 39
Internet : www.rhconseil.lu

OFFRE DU SECTEUR INFORMATIQUE
Poste : "JAVA/JEE Developer (M/W)"
MERCI DE TRANSMETTRE VOS CV AU FORMAT WORD ou RTF UNIQUEMENT, PAS DE PDF

Mode de Réponse

Envoyer un CV

Réf. de l'offre

inf344

Contact

Sandrine GARNIER (garnier@rhconseil.lu)

Infos société

IT Company

Intitulé du poste

JAVA/JEE Developer (M/W)

Lieu

Luxembourg

Descriptif

- Work closely within the project team on the client side to build customized software components
and interfaces for the solution
- Quickly learn new technologies, frameworks and languages, implement prototypes, and provide
qualitative feedback about the various options and solutions
- Constantly improve existing parts and work on new challenging functionalities
- Write and maintain efficient and reliable code within the Scrum framework
- Participate in retrospectives to drive continuous improvement in agile teams
- Work in a multi-disciplinary engineering team from diverse backgrounds

Formation

University degree in Computer Science or related discipline

Expérience

1 year minimum in software development

Compétences

- Strong java skills and experience with JEE are considered as an asset
- You are used to work with relational databases and SQL is also part of your daily work
- You know about object oriented design patterns to develop loosely coupled and service oriented
components
- Creativity
- Knowledge in the domain of the financial business is considered as an asset.
- Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
- Availability and ability to travel abroad on a frequent basis. Willingness to work remotely at clients’
premises in Luxembourg and abroad on long-term projects.

Langues

Fluency in written and spoken English is mandatory. German would be considered as an
advantage

Date d'embauche

ASAP

Durée

Permanent work contract

Salaire

N/C

Remarque

Salary according to profile and experience

*ATTENTION : seuls les cv au format Word ou RTF sont acceptés, pas de PDF !

